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2. S/N Test
Orbits are tested for
lateral variability
before calibration is
applied. The “smile”
artifact for CTX images
is exaggerated for
images with lower highfrequency variability,
likely due to high
atmospheric opacity.
Orbits with sufficient
variabilty advance for
calibration.

5. Projection
4. Column-based Normalization

1. Each individual orbit is ingested into USGS
ISIS.
2. A signal/noise algorithm filters dusty/
cloudy images from the pipeline.
3. Acceptable orbits are radiometrically
calibrated with ctxcal.
4. A column-based normalization is applied
to remove any residual “smile” artifacts.
5. Orbits are projected onto a fixed
4.25°x4.25° canvas with a fixed resolution
of 5.0 m/px in equidistant cylindrical
projection.
6. Images are tone-balanced using a variable
standard deviation from the mean value,
determined by the amount of variance in
the image. This is required for blending
orbits with wide dynamic ranges (i.e.
walls of Valles Marineris) with orbits
with narrow dynamic ranges (i.e. plains
adjacent to VM).

3. Radiometric Calibration

- The CTX camera on Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (Malin
et al., 2007) has achieved near global coverage of Mars at
~5.0-6.0 m/px.
- Existing mosaicking tools for planetary imagery typically
merge overlapping pixels and use weighted averaging
(“ramping”) to transition from one orbit to another.
These tools are “destructive,” such that the blended
raster can no longer be traced spatially to the images
that compose it. This worked beautifully for 100 m/px
THEMIS IR data (Edwards et al., 2011), but does not scale
to a mosaic the size of a global CTX mosaic (> 8 trillion
pixels) due to the lack of traceability.
- We build upon Edwards et al. (2011) by employing
“non-destructive” image blending techniques that
are considerably more developed in the world of
commercial photography, where every tool must produce
fully reversible results.
- We are currently beta testing the mosaic and
investigating options for web-hosting a tiled version
that will be accessible to the science community and the
public at large in the fall of 2018.

2. Pre-Blending Pipeline

1. Ingestion

1. Introduction

6. Tone-balance
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96 individual CTX orbits within a 4°x4° quad. These orbits have not been normalized or tonematched, to highlight variation among data.

3. Blending

- Non-Destructive blending (Delean, 1997) works by calculating the
path-of-least-contrast among many images and applying removable
masks over unused regions.
- Our testing showed clearly that non-destructive processing is far
more powerful with software engineered explicitly to be nondestructive, like Adobe Photoshop. This allowed for seamless
blending of > 200 full resolution CTX images at once, compared to
< 50 for more traditional
destructive software
IMG1
IMG2
(USGS ISIS, ArcGIS, GDAL).
Destructive
Non-Destructive
- Advances in the digital
Blending
Blending
art community allow for
Photoshop to be operated
by Python, integrating our
IMG1
IMG2
IMG1
IMG2
blending process with the
post-blending process in
GDAL (Section 4).
Pixels in overlapping regions can no
longer be traced to discrete orbits.

Masks are applied over unused pixels based upon the path of least
contrast between them. All pixels can be traced to discrete orbits.

Result of our non-destructive blending technique.

Testing Program

Vectorized seam map overlain on the blended product. Each feature inherits the spacecraft and
illumination information from the original orbits and is linked to EDR and RDR products.

We have extensively tested the CTX mosaic by producing sample products for
scientists working over diverse regions of Mars. Many of these products are being
used in presentations at this conference. We thank them for their help.
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4. Post-Blend Processing

- Layer masks that are used to compose the mosaic can be saved as binary-value
rasters that can be converted to polygon shapefiles using gdal_polygonize,
a python routine in the GDAL suite. These polygons are then joined with all
spacecraft and illumination information, and dynamic links to processed orbits
are created using the ASU SESE Mars Space Flight Facilty Image Explorer. This
completes the processing circle that connects the seamless mosaic with the
original orbits. Completed tiles are then blended together using similar nondestructive processes. We are exploring options for future iterations of the
mosaic that are controlled to Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data.
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